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ROOM

EDT

MR. HUSHEN: As you know, the President had
a bipartisan leadership meeting at 9:00 this morning.
It just broke up a few minutes ago, so they met for
approximately 90 minutes.
Attending, in addition to the Congressional
leaders, were the Chairman and ranking Republican
Members of the House and Senate Judiciary ·committee,
the House and Senate Armed Services Committee, and the
House and Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee.
The subject matter, as you also know, is
the conditional amnesty proposal that the President
will be signing shortly.
In order to help you understand some of the
complexities of this program, we have three individuals
here to brief you today who helped shape it.
They are Laurence H. Silberman, Deputy
Attorney General, Department of Justice; Martin R.
Hoffmann, General Counsel to the Defense Department,
and Byron V. Pepitone, Director of the Selective Service.
In the meeting this morning there was a lot
of give and take, a lot of communication, and I think
the President would. describe it as a full and frank
discussion of the program.
Just before the meeting broke up, the President
gave those attending the names of the nine members on the
Clemency Board. I have them here now, but I think the
best thing to do, rather than run through them, I will
Xerox them and have them available at the conclusion of
the briefing.
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As you know, everything is embargoed, including
this session, until the President signs the Proclamation.

Q
Jack, one question about the briefing.
If .the briefing is still going on when the President
signs the Proclamation
MR. HUSHEN: The briefing will end when we are
ready to sign the Proclamation.

Q

Will it resume later?

MR. HUSHEN: If there are some specific questions,
we will try to take them for you, but we don't plan to
have it.
Let me quickly run through the names of the
nine people. These are in alphabetical ord~r. I will
just give you the names. We do have biographical stuff
here, too.
Dr. Ralph Adams, James Dougovita, · Robert Finch,
Charles Goodell, Father Theodore .Hesburg, Vernon Jordan,
James Maye, Mrs. Aida Casanas 0' Connor, and General· Lewis W.
Walt.
.
The President described the Board as broadgauged.
Gentlemen, this is Mr. Silberman, Mr. Hoffmann,
and Mr. Pepitone.
MR. SILBERMAN: Gentlemen, you have the fact
sheets, and we are available to answer questions, should
you have any.

Q

Who are the people described as being
precluded under certain sections of the U.S. Code?
MR. SILBERMAN: Specifically that refers to
individuals who were precluded entry into this country
under the Immigration and Naturalization Act. That
generally refers to aliens who left the country to
avoid the draft, and by law we could not afford the
benefits of this program to them.

Q

What are some of the mitigating circumstances that would cut the term of alternative ~ervice?
MR. SILBERMAN: Well, we would look at a number
of factors, both sides of the program. First of all
would be the question of extreme hardship to the family
as measured·at the present.
MORE
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Secondly, the question of willfulness of the
violation. The draft laws of course are complex, and
if an individual woulQ. show that he was legitimately
in some respects confused, that would be taken.· into
account,
Also, we would take· irito account what happened
to that individual subsequent·~to his alleged violation.
Q

And would there· be any minimum alternative

service?
MR. SILBERMAN:

The~e·is

no stated minimum.

Q
What happens to a draft evader who has
been neither convicted ot' who~has·not r.eceived a punitive
or undesirable discharge,-;-or·•are <there··such draft
evaders?
MR. SILBERMAN: I·:thinlcyou have the two
categories mixed the~e. A draft evader wouldn't have
received any kind· of··dischaX'ge. · That would apply' to·
someone who has ·gone into theai.litary.
Q·> . . Does· a ·draft Eivader have to be convicted?

MR. SILBERMAN: The difference with respect
to the operation-· of the program is as· follows: If a
draft evade¥" is ·under investigation for·. violation of a
crime or has been indicted, he would come -- assuming
that he accepts the offer the President made -- he would
come to the U.S. Attorney and would sign ari'agreement
which would constitute a waiver of his rights· to speedy
trial to·perform alternate service under the auspices of
the Director of the Selective Service.

'

In the event he completes that service, acceptably
and satisfactorily, then his case would not be prosecuted.
With respect, on the otl;\:er hand, to thedraft
evader who has already been convicted -- and there are
some 8,700 in·that category-- his recourse would be to the
Clemency Boards to seek a recommendation for Presidential
pardon.
Q ·· • Is there· going to be a· discretion on
the part of the.Onited·states attorneys around•the
country in handling these cases , or will these.· be
handled under the direct supervi~ion of the Attorney
General?
!

· •

MR. SILBERMAN: I suppose the answer to that
question is both. There wili'He central guidelines
which will be issued from Washington, as there always
is with respect to the prosecution of any matter charged
to the u.s. attorneys, a good deal of consulation with
Washington, but by the same token they have a measure of
discretion.
MORE
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Don't they, as ·a.matter Qf CO'-lrse, turn
this case:i~ediately o\1,er·to the Selective $ervice? ·
The fellow,comes in, says that he wants c1emency,·~e
.
signs the paper, agrees to alternative service, and
then he gets sent to the Selective Service.

.Q·

".

-·

~

_. .

... :

The U.S. attorney·· has nothing to do with
selecting·the-alternative service, does he?.

·MR. SILBERMAN: The u.s. attorney p~rforms the
function under the direction of the Attorney General
of setting the term of alternate service and considering
whether there are mitigating factot's just as we have
just discussed.
The.selection of the type of alternate
service will·be done by the.Director of·the Selective
Service and his people.
Q

· Mr. Silberman, on· page 3 of this first

release where you speak·of the Presidential Clemency Board and
Section (ii)·here where you say those wbo have received
a punitive discharge from the service• the armed forces,
this August 4, 1961J to 1973, are you talking there about
the men who were .in Vietnam in the war who.got bad
discharges?
·MR. SILBERMAN: Let me de.fer to Marty Hoffmal)n,.
the General. Counsel of the Defense Department,to answer
your question •
.·,MR. HOFFMANN: : The answer is it incluQ.es all
deserters :during the period from the Tonkin ·Gulf·· Ree;olution
until· March 28, 1973, whether or not Vietnam-related •.

'

Q
Well, you say those who have received
a punitive:.or undesirable discharge from service from
the armed forces during that time?
~

· · MR. HOFFMANN:

That is correct •..

Are you talking about these men who
served.in.Vietnam who got bad discharges in_Vietnam?
Q

MR. HOFFMAN: If the bad discharge was bY
reason of an offense that is categ9~i.zed as desertion,
i.e., being gone from the service fozi..more tllan.30:days,
the answer is yes.
·:,
:,

Q

Who received dishonorable discharges?
MORE·
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MR. HOFFMANN: Yes, that·is correct. We are
only speaking about offenses of absence arising out of
periods of absence ,from' the armed forces.

Q

-Then you go ahead and you·say, "However,
if any clemency discharge is recommended, such discharge
shall not restore benefits."
Aren •t··y-ou committing the man there? You are
making the sentence there before you have even heard
whether there were mitigating circumstances-or anything?
MR. HOFFMANN: In no case would the upgrading
of a discharge of itself entitle an·individual~to
veterans' benefits that he was not already entitled
to.
Q
I can see in plenty of cases in some.
of these discharges you might hear the evidence there
before this board and you might find there were. -many of
them given when they shouldn't have been given.

MR. HOFFMAN:N: This, of course, does not
disturb the processing that goes on ordinarily with
the service boards of review, boards for discharge review,
and of course, an individual could come in under the
provisions of law-as pertains to those Boards and get a
review unrelated to the President's program.

Q
But you are saying absolutely before you
even hear the evidence you are not going to let him·
have any relief.
MR. HOFFMANN: With respect to the President's
program dealing with absence offenses, that is correct.

Q
Will you·find jobs that wi~l not be
competitive with the civilian job markets,and who will
supervise the employment for the returnees?
MR. SILBERMAN: Let me- turn that over to.
Byron Pepitone, the Director of the Selective Service.
MR. PEPITONE: The type of job that we have
in mind is the type of job that -is currently being ..
performed by people who do two years of alternate
service as a consequence of having been classified a
conscientious objector.
In July of 1972, for instance, there were
about 13,000 people working at these jobs, all of which
under the existing program are not in competition with
the labor market.
MORE
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We are talking about jobs with activities and
installationswhich operate for the general public
welfare and in behalf of national health and safety.
·Q

Could you give us- some examples· of that?

MR. PEPITONE: Yes, I was about to. Forty-one
percent, just by way of example, of the people we
employed at the time we were at maximum employment,
were working in general hospitals and the nature of
their duties ran from attendants t-o-counsellors, to
people working in the mess, and the general lower scale
of jobs which the hospitals and the institutions, such
as homes for the aged and children have difficulty in
filling.
How much is this program going to cost
the Government? Do you have any idea?
Q

. ;-

MR. SILBERMAN:
of million dollars.

·-

Probably.less than a couple_

Q
What is the standard of pay for those who
are serving or will the jobs vary?
MR. PEPITONE: The jobs will vary as they
do today. They vary on the basis of the ability that the
individual has to offer to the employer •. But generally
speaking, they are at the lower range of the wage level.

Q

You mentioned 41 percent.

MR. SILBERMAN:

The gentleman down here has a

question.

'
Q

What about a man who has served his time
in prison for draft evasion and has been discharged
as having fulfilled his obligation-to the Department of:
Justice?

MR. SILBERMAN:
Q

Discharged from .•prison~

Yes, he has served his time.

.
MR. SILBERMAN: He could seek a recommendation
for clemency from the Clemency Board.

Q

Does he still have to perform alternate
service for two years despite the fact that he may
have paid his two years alternative, ;service in a
penitentiary?
MORE
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MR. SI~BERMAN~ In the hypothetical.you
gave, it ia extremely unl~kely •. It is_possible, however,
that an individual may have just been sentenced in
which case the Clemency Board might well recommend
some period of alternate service.
Is it likely that any of these young
'
Q
men will be coming back without serving.any time in
alternative service? Will they come back with no onus
at all?
MR. SILBERMAN: · I.t is not contemplated.

Q
On your answer a moment ago you said .
that the time in prison would be considered. In this
it seems to say the time served in the. military service
would be considered.on a month-to-month basis against
alternate service. . .Would that. also be true of prison
time?
MR. SILBERMAN: Again we are talking about two
different c.ategories. With respect to.any individual
who has been convicted .of either the civil criminal
process or the mil~tary process. his recourse would be
to seek; a recommendation for clemency from the Clemency·
Board.

Q

Mr. Silberman, is it correct to read this
that the evader does not take an oath but that the
deserter does take an oath?
MR. SILBERMAN: It is correct to read this as
indicating that the deserter t~kes an oath, and I can
let Marty Hoffmann describe that.

'

The evader signs an agreement with the u.s.
attorney, which agreement will state specifically that
he acknowledges his allegiance to the United Statesand
its Constitution as part of his ~greement to serve
alternate service.

Q
Mr. Silberman, what proportion of the
draft evaders do you contemplate will serve· less than
24 months of alternate service and, specifically, when
will these general guidelines be publicized,. given-the
fact that the President's spokesmen have said previously
that they wouldn't present a situation in whi.ch draft
evaders would be coming back completely uncertain about
what they face?
It appears on the surface that they could
serve anywhere from a couple of months to 24 months, and
they just don't know what they are going to serve.
MORE
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MR. SILBERMAN: Let me answer the question
by saying in this fashion, any draft evader would come
back with the expectation that he may well be required
to serve 24 months. '!'hat~ in effect, is the President's
offer.
Now, if there are some mitigating factors, he
will have to present himself to the U.S. attorney and
express those. But in terms of fairness, those individuals
perceive a 24-month obligation.

Q
What proportion of the draft evaders do
you contemplate will serve less than 24?
MR. SILBERMAN:
answer that question.

I don't think I could possibly

Q
Mr. Silberman, does the Government take
a responsibility here for'·providing the jobs, too, so·
that there will be plenty of jobs for everyone?
MR. SILBERMAN: No, we don't think that will
be a problem, as Mr. Pepitone stated a moment ago. In
the adminis'tering of the conscientious objectors' programs,
there were sufficient jobs to fill that need. Now that
program has tailed off considerably and, indeed, this
fits from an Administrative point of view quite nicely.

Q
What happens to th~ deserter and the
evader prior to August 4, 1964?
MR. SILBERMAN:

They are not covered by this

program.
Gentlemen, why was this pr'?gram not
'.
announced last Tuesday?
Q

MR. SILBERMAN:
ask the President that.

Q

I suppose you would have to

Was it ready last Tuesday?

MR. SILBERMAN: No, it was not ready last Tuesday.
We have been working on a number of perplexing details
under the President's direction.

Q
One follow-up question. Was there any
connection between the'delay in the announcement of the
program and the reaction of the Pres'ident 's pardon of
Mr. Nixon?
MORE
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MR. SILBERMAN:
such connection.

I am wholly unaware of any

What is to insure uniform ~reatinent of
draft evaders by the' various U.·s. attorneys?

Q

MR.• SILBERMAN: BOth the supervision of the
Justice Department plus the guidelines·which we will
issue. Indeed it would be very -- since individuals
can present diffeialt fact situations -- it would be
impossible to construct a·program where there would be
absolute .uniformity. But as I indicated before in my
response to the question over here, that the individual
who is a fugitive, who may be abroad, should perceive
the program as a 24-month obligation.

Q
I still don't understand this job business.
We have 41 percent working in hospitals. Where would
the other 59 percent work, and who is going to find them
jobs, and who is goin~ to pay for it?
MR. PEPITONE: ·Let's try to wrap it up in a
complete statement. Many of the young people have found
their own jobs in the past but where they' have not;, the
Federal Government has found jobs· for them, but with
employers other than the Federal Government.
The employer pays the salary.'· I can give you
an example of some of the other types of:jobs. ·We have
had them working for Goodwill Industries, St. Vincent de Paul,
the Ecology Corps in California doing'f6restry work, and
this type of thing.
~.
And there is a whole wide range of percentages
and statistics of which I would talk to you later if
you wish.
MORE·
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Q
Mr. Pepitone, do you have some op~n~on
from the analysis from the .Labor Department that reassures you that there are jobs for them? The
employment situation has changed since 1972.

,.

MR. PEPITONE: The interesting thing about that
is that the people who currently hold these jobs are
terminating their service. The conscientious objector
program is ending, and as Mr. Silberman said, most of
these people have a continuing requirement for the talents
these people presently deliver. There do not seem to be
people knocking at the door for these type jobs.

Q
So, you would expect most to be working
in hospitals, is that right?
MR. PEPITONE:

Q

Almost hal!, I would think, yes.

You say that a person can find his

own job?
MR. PEPITONE: We are going to permit him
the opportunity to find it. However, that job stands
subject to the approval ofthe system in keeping with
guidelines, part of which are mentioned in the fact sheet.

Q
Do you think that many employers are going
to give these men jobs?
MR. PEPITONE: They give them to conscientious
objectors and are glad to have them.

Q

How many conscientious objectors were
there who will be stepping.· out of this labor market? ·
MR. PEPITONE: Approximately 4000 moving out
right about now. Last December there were about 9000
employed and a little over two years ago there were
over 13,000.

Q
If the boys from Vietnam who have bad
discharges can't get jobs now, I don't see how in the
world you expect private employers to give these fellows
jobs.
MR. PEPITONE: I have a hunch we are talking
about different kinds of jobs. I am talking about
low-paying jobs, that many people don't seek.

Q

They don't get any jobs.

Q
Do you have a figure on how much they are
paid as an average?
MORE
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MR. SILBERMAN: I would say ,they are running
at the low ·end ofth~ minima.m. wag~;: hut . it does
.
depend upon ~h~ skill' they offer. ·::X<>u have -some jobs,
for instanQe~ ;with some of the religueus qrg~nizations,
where people do clerical and menial type tasks where they
get $50 to $100 a month and room and board. Now, I am
talking about some of the church groups p.nd those things.

Q
Is the Government going to urge private
employers to give these people jobs?
MR. SILBERMAN: Yes. As a matter of fact, we
are going to help find their jobs for them, as we do for
the conscientious objectors.

Q
Mr. Pepitone, is there a list of these
people, a grand list· o.f ."all these people who are involved
in that available somewhere? Will you make it public,
the- .names of all the people?
MR. PEPITONE:

Q

The employers?·

No, no, the draft evaders, the deserters

MR. PEPITONE:
to my colleagues.

I will have to turn that over

MR. SILBERMAN: With ~espect to the evaders,
we do have a list--of the individuals who fall under the
various categories; that is to say, there are about
8700 that have already been convicted, and that is a
matter of court record, and there are another approximately
4300 who have been indicted, and that is also a matter
of court record. There are about 2500 who are under
investigation, and we certainly would not make that list
available.

Q . Mr. Silberman,. will the Justice Department
keep statistics here in Washington on .the types of
dispositions of these case.s to assure uniformity of
treatment.
MR. SILBERMAN: \ATe shall try to keep statistics
in that respect, and there will be a reporting system.
The fact is that, as with every other matter that is
introduced to the U.S. attorneys, there is some measure
of discretion that is appropriate.

Q

On that point --

MR. SILBERMAN:

Q

Yes, Mr. Lisagor?

-- is there a provision whereby an evader

might appeal to the Justice Department'or the U.S. attorneys
judgment in the country?
MORE
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MR. SILBERMAN: Not a formal mechanism, nor is
there with respect to any other matters that the U.S.
attorneys are charged with handling. On the other hand,
there are cases that do come up to the Justice Department.
Incidentally, in that respect, there is a question of
procedure.
·
The evader will be permitted to make a
presentation and will be entitled to the right to counsel
should he wish it when you come in and talk to the U.S.
attorney.

9

Do you have any idea --

MR. SILBERMAN:
part of the question.

I am sorry, she had another

Marty, do you want to answer?

Q
What about the list of deserters?
you will make that available, too?

Surely

MR. SILBERMAN: I imagine that will be handled
pursuant to the present procedures that obtain in the
Pentagon.
Q

l~7hat

do you mean by that?

MR. SILBERMAN:

I don't know what those are.

Q

In other words, you are going to give us
a list of the evaders and not the deserters?
MR. SILBERMAN: Tam sure that to the extent
those lists are made available as a matter of routine,
they would be made available in this case.

Q
That doesn't answer the question at all.
We have a very peculiar situation here now that is not
routine.
MR. SILBERMAN:

Well, I can check that for you

ma'am.
MORE
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Q
Mr. Hoffmann, there are now as I understand it, 12,500 de$erters $till at large. Is that
correct?
MR. HOFFMANN:

That is

correc~.

Q

What percentage of that grqup faces.
charges for other crimes besides desertion?
MR. HOFFMANN:
20 percent.
Q

The current estimate is about

What was the question?

MR. HOFFMANN: The question was, of the 12,500
fugitive deserters -- that is the number you will find
in your fact sheet -- how many have other charges pending
against them other than an absence offense, and my
answer was about 20 percent is our estimate.
Q
Mr. Hoffmann, on that point, the 500,000
figure for the deserters -- now, is what you are saying
that only action out of 500,000 is pending against
12,500?

.MR. HOFFMANN: I don't know. There were a
total of 500,000 instances where individuals were absent
from their military post for over 30 days. There are
presently 12,500 fugitive~. Those are people who took
off and have not come back, and have'not been apprehended.

Q
Is that the only people we are really
talking about as far as the deserters go?
MR. HOFFMANN: No. We are talking about the
.
fugitive deserters, which is 12,500, and the Clemency
Board, you will see in your fact sheet and _the Executive
Order has jurisdiction over those who have committed and
have been court-martialed and discharged for similar
offenses, they will review those records and make
decisions in those cases _equivalent to those the services
will be making in the case of the fugitives.

Q

I have two questions, please. One, if
the man does not fulfill what he has·pledged that he
would do under that statement, is he subject to a new
liability or merely the original charges·against him?
I will have a second question along that same
line.
MR. SILBERMAN:

All right.

in touch.
MORE
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With respect to the draft evader who signs
an agreement with the u.s. attorney to perform alternate
service, if that individual breaks the agreement, he is
subject to prosecution on the underlying charge of dra-ft
evasion.

Q

No other charge?

MR. SILBERMAN:

Assuming he commits no other

crime.

Q
Now the second question, supposing h~
comes over here and talks to the Attorney General, the
attorney, and does not want to go into the agreement.
Is he going to be arrested and charged or be allowed to
go back where he came from?
MR. SILBERMAN: Let me answer it this way: We
are not affording him an opportunity to come back with
i~~un~ty to bargain over that matter. Once he submits
himself to the jurisdiction of the Federal crininal
process, he will, of course, be bound to the impact of
that submission.
Indeed, however, we are making some effort to
make sure -that indiv:t ua.Ifi -;.rho (~~··os:~ our border-s will be
given 15 ' ys ' p~riod. f rr.,·n the time ""l'le.Y,. cvos~ the
border whc~1 the"-.~ will not h~ served wlth H .! . _ .ts of
arrest to get to the appro~riate U.S. attorney's office.

.

Q
I have a question for Mr. Pe.:Pi tone,
another question about those jobs.

I still don't know, I haven't thoroughly read
this, but I have glan~ed ~ ~ough it , and I ~till don't
know what types of jobs and who ..:'ietermines what types
of jobs a person can get to perform his alternate servipe.
What is to prevent a man from coming back
and becom~ng Vice President of his father's company?
MR. PEPITONE: As I said earlier, the
determination of the job and ~ts acceptability wi.ll match
the guidelines and the handout, and will be subject to
the rules established under the Selective Service System.
His job must be app~oved.

Q

By who?

MR. PEPITONE:

By me.
MORE
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Can any of the Action 'programs be applied,
or are they all ruled out?

MR. PEPITONE: By and large the people we are
talking about don't.fit the Action·programs. We tried
the Action progranis'with'the conscientious objectors .who
were working alternate service and the participation was
absolutely minimal.

Q
Does the United States attorney refer
the evader to his local draft bo~rd?
MR. PEPITONE: Negative. He refers him to
the State Director of Selective Service in the State
of the man's residence.
Q·· Can you go over for us here when the Clemency
Board actually steps in and who decides how long the term
of service? Is it the Federal District Attorney that
decides that?

MR. SILBERMAN: Well, we are talking again about
two different categories, Bob. The U.S. attorney does
set the term! of alternate.service for the individual who
is under inve·stigation or under ·indictment, but not the
individual wh'9 has already been convicted. His case goes
directly, a's an exercise of the President's pardon power,
to the Clemency Board, which makes recommendations.
In certain circumstances; the Clemency Board
might well~ as a condition of a· recommendation of a
pardon or~iclemency, require some measure of alternate
service, but it is not as important on that part of the
program as it is with respect to the draft evader prior
to convi'6tion or, indeed, as Mr. Hoffmann can explain,
the desert~r part of it.
·~,·

.:

Q
Sir, let me just follow this up •. suppose
that he doesn't agree with what the District Attorney says,
he thinks that is not a fair term. Does he then appeal
to the Cl~mency Board?
MR. SILBERMAN: No. What we are dealing with
on the prosecutorial side is a question of prosecutorial
discretion, and indeed we have analogies to this with
respect to pre-trial diversion programs which we have in
operation in some parts of the country in which the States
have done a great deal of pioneering. When· an ifidividual
comes into the Federal criminal process and the u.s.
attorney makes. a judgment that it would not serve the
interest of justice, to'.)1ave him prosecuted and incarcerated,
~e signs a similar type'of agreement to perform something
or take training in the community.
MORE
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In the event that .he finishes that acceptably,
the u.s. attorney has the discretion to not prosecute.
the individual.

Q
Aren't you asking these men to take a
bigger chance by coming back under this p'rogram than
as a practical matter they take ·by facing conviction in
court, in view of the sentences that are being handed
down now?
MR. SILBERMAN: I think your question doesn't
touch on what seems to me, as Deputy A torney General,
is the most important aspect of it. One, an individual
who comes back under this program can be guaranteed, if
he is ag·reeable to performing alternate service; one, .
that he will not have a conviction--and-that is terribly
important--a felony conviction; and, secondly, that he
won't be incarcerated.

Q
How about the criminal records of those
who have already been convicted? Will that conviction
be expunged from the records?
MR. SILBERMAN: In the event that the Clemency
Board recommend~ to the President a pardon and then
the President accepts the recommendation and grants
a pardon, as a matter of Federal law that conviction is
eraced.

Q
Are these interviews with the District
Attorney in public? I mean, are they publip, and can
the press cover them? Is it a public proceeding like a
trial?
MR. SILBERMAN: No, it isn't really in the nature
of a trial and I have some doubts whether it would be
appropriate to throw it open to press coverage any more
than the normal discussion between a u.s. attorney and
a putative defendant are subject to public scrutiny.

Q

however?

Will all the records be public records,
All the records in the matter?

MR. SILBERMAN:
will be public.

The dispositions, the agreements

Q
How does this compare with past programs
after World War II and Korea and so forth?
MR. SILBERMAN: I think the answer to that is
and we have studied it very thoroughly, the defense in
particular has studied it -- after various wars in this
country's history, there have been different techniques
and different arrangements utilized.
MORE
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It is very hard to find a common thread, except
for the fact there is often after most wars'an attempt
on the part of the President to focus attention to a
reconciliation process.

Q
Is there any barrier here to someone
making an arrangement with a relative or a friend to
have some kind of a plush job?
MR. SILBERMAN:
It would have to be

Q

Yes, I think there is a barrier.

What would the barrier be?

MR. SILBERMAN: It would have to be approved
by the Director of the Selectiv~ Service and, again, as
he has said on several occasions, he has a solid
practical precedent under which he has operated, and that
is the treatment of the conscientious objector.
MORE
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Q
Mr. Silberman, you passed over very quickly
the mitigating circumstances that would be takeni~to
account when setting the term of alternate service.
Particularly, could you elaborate and perhaps give us
""" some examples of the second one' which is degree of will;..
~tulness, and third, which was very unclear to me, what
happened subsequently to the alleged offense?
MR. SILBERMAN:
the alleged offense?

Q

What happened, subsequently to

Yes; that is,the mitigating factors?

MR. SILBERMAN: Oh, yes, I am sorry. The U.S.
attorney would see how that individual has conducted himself
subsequent to the offense. It may well be, for instance,
that even as a fugitive in this country he has performed in a
public service fashion.
I don'tcwant to mention any names, but we do
have an example that naturally would be something that
could be taken into account. The degree of willfulness is
something that the criminal justice system always looks at
in terms of recommendations of sentences, et cetera, to
judges.

Q
I know a deserter who works in a hospital
in Toronto who has been working there for four years.
Would that be taken into account?
Hoffmann.

MR. SILBERMAN: Let me turn that over to Marty
I don't think it should be precluded.

MR. HOFFMANN: Yes, I think it would be taken
generally into account, yes. But again, one would have to
realize that he was serving other than the United States
and again, the degree of willfulness and the degree of
his resolution to come back and submit himself to process
here in the United States, I think in the overall would
be the most operative aspect of it.

Q
Sir, what do you do about the man who is
coming for clemency who doesn't have any money to travel
and he wants to bring witnesses and evidence and he
doesn't have any money. Does the United States provide
that?
MR. SILBERMAN:

\A7hat individuals are you referring

to?

Q
Say they want to come before the Clemency
Board and they want to come there but don't have the
money to travel and they don't have any money for witnesses.
MORE
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MR. SILBERMAN: Well, the-C:lemency Board will
have to establish its own regulations, but the spirit of
the program is such that I think they would be ,differential
to those kinds of concerns. .They may well divide themselves
up into panels of three.
It is conceiv~ble that they would -- and I
don't mean to speak for them, because you would have to
ask them as they are appointed~-- it -is even conceivable
that they may hold some proceedings other than in
Washington.

Q

You see the reasons I ask this is because
now these men who come to these boards over at the Defense
Department, they don't get travel pay, and money for
witnesses, these men who come in to get their discharges
upgraded all the time.
MR. SILBERMAN:
two different groups.

I think you are talking about

Q
No, I am not. I am talking about
citizens of the United States, the same- thing. One man is
coming before your Clemency Board and one is going before
the board out here in Rosslyn. This man out in Rosslyn
doesn't get any money for travel or witnesses. Are you
going to let this man over here get some?
MR. SILBERMAN: Just for people from Texas
we will pay their way here.

Q
Now, don't be funny, Mr. Silberman.
one, let's answer this.

Come

I:.

MR • SILBERMAN:
can't answer it, Mrs. McClendon,
because I don't know what the Clemency Board's regulations
will be.
•

Q

Isn't anybody telling them what they will

be on that?
MR. SILBERMAN: No, sir, no one is telling them.
They will be an independent body that will operate under
the authority of the President and make recommendations to
the President.

Q
Mr. Silberman, could.you tell me what is
to prevent inequalities in the U.S. attorneys from giving
alternate services, one attorney in one district giving
12 months and another attorney in another district giving
24? Is there set guidelines?
MORE
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MR. SILBERMAN: There are guidelines, but
it could be particularly appropriate for a U.S. attorney to
treat everybody in the same· district two individuals··
differently, depending on the facts which justify
mitigation.

Q · That is true, but'what is to prevent
two equal cases and two u.s. attorneys treating them
differently in separate districts.
MR. SILBERMAN: We shall try as we can to avoid
that, just as· we do with respeat·to the entire criminal
justice system·. •
· ~·
· .• -:. Q .
Could you elaborate on the powers of the
Clemency Board in p¢int' two here? There are a number of
articles on the Uniform Code of Military Justice.

MR. SILBERMAN:

Q

Point two of which document?

It is the Proclamation.

MR. HOFFMANN: I think you are referring to
Articles 85, 8 6 and.·· 87 r; is that correct? · · ·

Q

Yes;~could'yo~

elaborate

on'th~t?

MR. HOFFMANN: These are the standard absence
offenses under the Code of Military Justice. They
included desertion, absence without official leave
and missing movement, which is missing a movement of your
unit.

Q
What is the nature of the oath that
they will be required to sign when the deserters return?
MR. HOFFMAN: The nature of the oath that we
have suggested and the President has a~reed to is
basically a reaffirmation·of allegiance. Well, I can read
to you the proposal:
"I" so and so "do hereby solemnly reaffirm my
allegiance to the··un.ited States of America, I will support
protect and defend.· the Constitution of the United States
against all enemies foreign and domestic, and will hereafter bear true faith and_allegiance to the same. I
take this obligation freely and without any mental reservation or purpose of· evasion, so ·help me God."
Q.
themselves up?

How many ·;people do you think will gi,je

MR. HOFFMAN:

There is no way we can -MORE
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Q

What is the maximum?

MR. HOFFMANN: The maximum would be the maximum
number of fugitive deserters that would come in under the
President's program.

Q

How many is that?

MR. HOFFMAN: The maximum number of fugitives
is in your fact sheet. That is 12,500.
Q

How about draft evaders?

MR. HUSHEN: We have to put an end to this
right now because the President expects to sign that
Proclamation. He will read the statement first, which
he will be distributing here shortly, and at the
appropriate point he will be signing it. My guess would
be about 11:22, approximately. You can tell because the
sound will be piped in here.
Q

Will it be on the internal mult, Jack?

MR. HUSHEN:
Q

Yes, it will be.

Do you have a list of the members yet?

MR. HUSHEN:
THE PRESS:

We are running that off right now.
Thank you, gentlemen.
END

(AT 11:10 A.M.
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SEPTEMBER 25, 1974

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OFFICE OF THE WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY
THE WHITE HOUSE
PRESS CONFERENCE
OF
CHARLES GOODELL
CHAIRMAN OF THE PRESIDENTIAL CLEMENCY BOARD
THE BRIEFING ROOM
2 : 4 5 P.M.

EDT

MR. GOODELL: Ladies and gentlemen, the
Presidential Clemency Board is holding its first
meeting today here in the White House. All nine members
are present. We have just been sworn in by the President
of the United States and had a half hour or 40-minute
session with him discussing our responsibilities, along
with the Attorney General and the Secretary of Defense
and Mr. Dewhurst, who is standing in for the Director
of Selective Service, Mr. Pepitone, who is out of
town today.
The President has assigned us a task of
monumental proportions and complexities. He is well aware
of that and conveyed that to us.
The Presidential Clemency Board carries
essentially the responsibility of trying to equalize
relative justice. The ideal goal with which we are
charged is intrinsically impossible of attainment
because we cannot undo the past. We cannot undo the past
for those who went to Vietnam, .who suffered, or perhaps
did not come back.
We cannot undo the past for those who have been
in prison who are presented to the Clemency Board.
Under the Proclamation of the President, the
first priority fo.r the Clemency Board is the consideration
of those who were in prison at the time .of his Proclamation. This numbers roughly 103.people in the civil
system.
We have been through the Federal court system
and we are still in the Federal prison system, in which
84 have been released. There is an 85th who apparently
has refused release.
There are an additional 18 who have other
convictions, a~d the Clemency Board is going·to take
a close look at those convictions. We a~e being briefed·
so t~at if they are closely-related offenses, we may take
some action.
MORE
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We have not as yet received the briefing
from the Defense Department, but I understand there
are some 150 individuals who were in confinement at
the time, and we will this afternoon concentrate on
this group to determine how many are still in confinement.
:.

It is imperative
the Clemency Board that we
to those of the Department
Defense, and the Selective

that if we are to succeed on
closely relate our activities
of Justice, the Secretary of
Service Board.

We have a direct jurisdic·tion, which
apparently includes in -the civil system and the Federal
court system 8700 people who have been convicted and
sentenced, not all of whom went to-prison.
And in the military we are dealing in a round
number of-216,000 discharges that were related to
absenteeism in the military. That includes dishonorable
discharges, bad conduct discharges, and undesirable
discharges.
The largest-number, something like 108,000,
are undesirable discharges.
We have a board which I think is very well
qualified to address these difficult problems, varied
background and· experiences, but all unanimously·committed
to the President's purposes. We intend to work very
closely with the other agencies and we intend to do our
best to.make this program work, alleviating the suffering
of the past to the degree that it is in our power to do
so, and healing the wounds of the country so that we can
look .forward and forget that past.
I will be glad to answer any of your questions.
Q · · Mr. Goodell , Mr. Jordan has already
issued some veile.d critic ism of the Justice Department
for what he feels is an inadequate plan to notify some
approximately 109,000 draft evaders for whom no
charges are pending about their rights and the fact that
they can come back andthat no action be taken against
them.

The Justice Department says that· they can
just send letters to their last known address. How
do you feel about this situation, and is that·adequate,
or are you going to. urge some more effective methods
even to the point· of going into the draft evaders • · area
such aa in Toronto and other places, to let them know that
nobody is going to grab them?

MORE
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. MR. GOODELL: We did .question. the Justice
Department on this point th;i.s J!lOrning, Mri Jordan and
others. Incidentally, ,the meetings of the bGard are
open to the press;·and we will l;>e resuming our meeting
over in the Executive Office _Building this afte~noon
when we finish here.
. : _;'•

It is a difficult problem and it is perhaps
easy to be quiQkly':9ritical of the fact :that.ymvcan't
communicate with some 180,000 people. The media can .
be very helpful in this respect.
For instance, the Justice Department assured
us this morning that those who,return will not pe
entrapped, that those who are now underground or
overseas may write to the u.s. Attorney or the Justice
Department to· inquire-if they. are subject to indictment or
indicted.
Many of ·them do not know whether they are ·
indicted ·or not. They ~iJ.l be infprmed if -there is an
investigation in progress or if there is an indictment
pending.
It would app,eat' from our brief-ing this morning
,
that the large bulk of those who are in the draft resistance
category are not under investiga:tion or indictment.
·I am informed that there have been ·a·t()tal of
19,271 indictments in this area •..The Just.ice Department

this morning estimated. that those ·potentially. eligible.-that means those ·who have .indictments. against. them or.·· •.·,
ongoing investigations -- number approximately. :l5, 5 00 ~ · ·
That means that a very large number beyond tpa-t 15,500 are
not subject to prosecution and, therefore, presumably
would not, if they came back, have to undertaJ.<~ alternative
service.
Included :in that 15,500 are the 8,700 cases
that have already been prosecuted and are eligible to
apply to the Clemency Board •. So that reduces the 15,500
to roughly 6,800 who are potentially ;i.ndj.ctal>le if
they come back.
·
Now the process of informing these people that
they can inquire of the Attorney ?eneral of the u.s.
Attorney and find out if they.are subject-to indictments
or indicted is v~ry important. We were assured by the
Department of.Justice spokesman this morning, Mr.·
Bruce Fine, that any information that comes to the
U.S. Attorney or the Department of Justice from such
an inquiry will not be used to generate further charges,
that individuals who are told that they are not under
investigation or are under indictment will not then, when
they come back, be subjected to new investigations and
perhaps new indictments.
MORE
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The process of informing these individuals
will be very difficult,.and there are a large.number.
Originally, ·according to.· the testimony of the Depaz'!tment · ·
of Justice before Congress': tne·re were. 206,775:
delinquent.· draft registrants. You can· compare that
with the 19,271 indicted.
Q

What periods does that cover?
That "covers the 1964 to;l973

MR. GOODELL:
period.
Q

What are the figures for those overseas?

MR.• GOODELL: I don't have figures fcn:i the
ones that are ove!'seas.
Do I l.mderstand you right to say that· ·
the majority of American draft resisters who are now·
out of the country either aren't under indictment and
aren't under'investigation,-and the majority of. them
therefore won't •have to face· alternative ·service when .
they come home?·
· ·. ·
·Q

J,

MR. GOODELL: That is what we were informed
by the Justice Department this morning.

Q

And they can come home· scot-free?

MR. GOODELL: That is correct. Let me say
that I tbink you can be misled by the 206, ooo·
figure.
We have not·gotten a breakdown on this yet•
It may be that a large number of.them have·returned
over this nine- or ten-year period and accepted induction
into the service.
Selective Service, for instance, has informed
me that they believe that about 80 percent of them
were draft delinquents at one period, but came back a
second or third time and ultimately accepted induction.
So we are not sure how many are still out
there. The 206,000 is ·the outside' figure of delinquent
draft registrants.

Q
This morning,·sir; you were talking
about some·l90,000, I though. Now you got it down
a moment··ago to 180,000. ·Is that the approximate ball:..'
park figure of this group that can come home that are
not subject to indictments or alternate service? ·
MORE
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MR.- GOODE.LL:. If yo~,take·the 206,000 and·
subtract the 19,000, you come to the figure.s -- presumably
19,000 have been indicted ~- you come to a figure roughly
in the 187,:000 area. Some. of those are under investigation, apparently.
.

.

. '

Q

That is only 15,000?

. MR~ ·. GOO.PELL,:. That is potentially a maximum
f.igure of 6,800, as w.e understood the figure given to

/

us today.

Q.

Those under investigation are 6,800?

MR. GOODELL: Those. under investigation or
pending indictments now. If you are talking of how
many of this larger figure.never went through the system,
w.e don t t. know ;that yet •.. We have asked for them to give
us a.full breakdown.

Q If you add the 15,000 under investigation
and the 19,000 who were indict~d, you come up pretty
close to 20 percent.of those 20o,obo.
'MR. GOODELL:. The two figures are not a~dable•
I am informed that·over the nineorr:ten-year!period there is roughly a 15 ,percent conviction
rate, so you drop the 19,000 who were indicted to a much
smaller number who were actually convicted. And the
figure that·we·are dealing.with now who have been through
the Federal system is 8,700.
19,201 were indicted.

Let .me say to you these figures are .broad
estimates because-the Justice Department has hot been
able to supply us with the breakdown and the details at
this point, and we are also requesting the administrative
office of the courts to give us their records on this
subject.
Q
What might be, a reasonable figure of evaders
or possible evaders at .large either overseas or at home
who might come home without facing any charges? What do
you think would be a reasonably figure, what number?
MORE
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MR. GOODELL: We don't have the answer to
that.
We know from the Department of Justice testimony
this morning that roughly 6800 are either under indictment
or investigation at this point for draft-related crimes.
That is the figure, presumably, of those who
would be susceptible to criminal prosecution if they
came back and would be eligible, therefore, to go through
the alternate service if they chose.
We just don't know how many out there have never
been through the system and are not either under investigation or under indictment. There are a lot of categories,
incidentally, in this thing. They may have come back
through the service. It may be that the Justice Department
decided that they didn't have· enough evidence to convict,
and I should in fairness point out that there has been
reinterpretation of the law by the courts in this ten-year
period so some of these total figures were eliminated
because the court decisions no longer made them subject to
indictment. These are just the big gross figures involved
when I am talking about 206,000.

Q

Mr. Goodell, in your experience so far
with this problem -- and I know you haven't really had too
much time to wrestle with it -- but are you satisfied with
the amnesty provisions that the President has laid down,
or would you prefer wider or narretver .rules, and do you
think that any legislation will be required for the best
solution?
MR. GOODELL: I am satisfied. Let me say that
I don't think anybody is completely satisfied. I think
that was impossible of attainr~1ent. I think the President
has come up with a fair program. It might be appropriate,
since most of you know me by reputation and my position
on the war, for me to state the philosophical framework in
which I approached this problem.
I believe that every young man has an obligation to
serve his country in the military, provided he is otherwise
qualified. And the courts have held that it is constitutional
to have peacetime conscription as well as wartime conscription. That obligation is an enduring one.
There were many people whom I respect who found
it impossible to discharge that obligation by serving
in the military during the Vietnam war, and I respect
that.
The President is now offering them an opportunity
to discharge their continuing obligation to the country
in a completely peaceful, constructive way consistent with
their conscience. I think that is fair.
MORE
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Q
Mr~ Goodell, was there any-dissention
among the members of the Clemency. ·}3oard, anybody threatening
to resign? •There was some report. out that :two
'them .
were.

of

..

MR. GOODELL: No, but the press ha$ri 1 t gotten
to them yet. None at all, and a very amicable session,
but I should say in fairness to those ~ho,may disagree
that \ole were.la:bgely being.briefed and askirig for
information today. We ·have not gotten f~t~ the. real ._har,.~
policy questions,· which we intend to.· get into ,_as _soori :ai3"
we have completed the briefings.
·
'· ·

Q

Mr; Goodell, how often will your board meet,
and what sort of staff do you have to work with?
.

.

MR. GOODELL: The board will mee:t as necessary.
I think after today's session we .will have a great deal of
staff work to do to present additional material to the
board. We will probably ·meet for. a two-day ·consecutive
meeting the week after next.
· ·
As far as the .staffing is concerned, we· will
have a relatively small staff that is hired.directly
by the Presidential Clemency Board,
probably
a'c chief
.
'
.
'
•
counsel and a depnty chief COl,lnsel, a public informatl.on
officer and perhaps someone -to·head the ·staff and one or
two special counsel. . . . ' (., .
The, bulk of our staffing will. be done through
loans of personnel .from the Ju'stice Department and the ·
Defense Department. We now have on board eight attorneys
on loan fr;.)m o'ther agencies, and ·t have set ·two requirements
for these attorneys on loan. One is that they be competent
and the second fs·that they wholeheartedly a.gree with the
President's program.
· ·
Incidentally, the staff, how large it may go
is unpredictable at this point. The board appeared. to
agree with my 'initial statement' this morhing'(that we would
prefer to expand the s·taff to a very large number and get
the job over with as soon as possible rather than stay
down at ten or 15 and go on for two years: So, we may go
to 50 or 60 attorneys for a period of time to try 'to get
over the hump.
· ·
·
·
·
· ·'
·
f(_;·

Q
Speaking to that, if I may follow up on that,
how long do you expect to be in operation?
MR. GOODELL:
until 1976.

We will,' as a board, be in operation
MORE
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Q

How could you go on beyond that?

MR. GOODELL: If we go on beyond that, it will
have to be because the President feels there is a
continuing need. We will be in existence for that period of
time, however, because the individuals eligible for
clemency can appeal to our board any time before the
end of 1976. Appeals to the Clemency Board are not limit·ed
by this January 31 timing for those who want to re-enter.

Q
Mr. Goodell, do you feel in your own heart
I understand now you are handling discharges, bad conduct,
you mentioned the three categories. You are handling those
that are related to desertions?
MR. GOODELL:

Yes, absentee related.

Q

Now, don't you feel it is unfair for
there not to be a Clemency Board for the boys whose
administrative discharges and bad conduct discharges were
not related to desertion but who nevertheless are in a
very bad way for the rest of their lives, can't get jobs
and can't get veterans benefits?
MR. GOODELL: The board does not have that
responsibility, and we are not going to undertake that
responsibility immediately. We have a major job on our
hands. There was discussion, however, today with the
President about problems that may go beyond the ones that
are now assigned to the Justice Department, Defense
Department and the Clemency Board, and he indicated that
he would want all of us to report to him on those situations
for possible continuing action to extend the clemency.
There certainly is not enough information in our hands
at this point to make any recommendation along those lines.

Q
In your discussion with the President on
that, then you did include these other men who have
become -MR.· GOODELL: There was discussion of those who
are beyond the purview of the Executive Order and Proclamation that we are operating under today.

Q
Is the board going to be able to set guidelines to assure that one U.S. Attorney in one part of
the country doesn't mete out a stiffer sentence, as it
were, than another U.S. Attorney in another part of the
country? How are you going to handle that?
MORE
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MR. GOODELL: The Clemency Board has no
official authority over that whatsoever. We did
establish, I think, today a cooperative spirit with all of
the agencies and the Clemency Board expressed its concern
about the uniformity and evenness of this process of
negotiating the length of an alternate sentence, and
we will stay in continuing relationship with them
but we have no official authority to review those
cases and they could not appeal to us. That is in
the jurisdiction of the Department of Justice.

Q
Mr. Goodell, is this your fu~time job
until the board disbands, and will you be leaving your
law firm?
MR. GOODELL: This is not my full-time job
except for the last·week and probably the next two or
three weeks. It is a part-time job. It is a special
Government employment on an advisory committee as such,
and I intend to continue in the practice of law.

Q
Mr. Goodell, could I ask this question now?
Does the amnesty board have the authority to wipe the
criminal record clean of a person who has been convicted
of draft evasion and draft desertion, or whatever, in
the civil courts and served his time -- I am sorry-, in the
civilian criminal courts?
MR. GOODELL: Let me preface that the amnesty
board in and of itself has no power. We are an advisory
committee and our power is to recommend that the President
take action. The President does have that authority, yes.
The Board has the charge from the President to make
recommendations in those cases and he can, on the recommendations of the Board, give them a full pardon if he feels
that is so indicated.

Q
In the fact sheet we got, it was plain.
you did indeed have the authority to grant or to
recommend to the President that he-grant changes in the
types of discharge and to clear th,ir record as fa~ ai
military service was concerned. But it wasn't clear
to me anyway that you could do this as far as their
criminal record was concerned.
MR. GOODELL:

We can.

Q
How will you handle the problem of the
possibility or the prospect of some·:kind of social
stigma attached even to a clemency discharge?
MORE
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MR. GOODELL: Well, there has been concern
expressed PI\' that point in the board this morning. We
did question the Jus~ice Department some on the nature
of a clemency discharge. We intend to questim the
Defense Departmen_t on that.
That is an unresolved point. There are those
who say a clemency discharge is not going to be that
much better than an undesirable or less than honorable
discharge.
A great deal of that, of course, will depend
upon the reaction of the public generally. If the
public regards a clemency discharge as the President has
indicated he does, as a completely neutral discharge, not
implying any guilt or any wrong or any. fault, then a
clemency discharge would presumably be far superior to
the other discharges that are given to these people under
our jurisdiction.

Q
Mr. Goodell, a young man who is in
Sweden now and is listed as a draft evader is presumably
or was until the declaration by the President -- is presumably
being sought by the FBI. as a draft evader. And in line
with that, the Customs, the border people, were on the
alert to hold him when he showed up at-the border.
Can you give us an assurance that when this
young man shows up now that he will not be detained and
held for the FBI or does he still have to go through
that routine?
MR. GOODELL:· ·.Is this aQ individual who wishes
to return?

'
Q

I am not talking about an individual case,
I only use it as an example covering many.
MR. GOODELL: Your individual example you
are talking about is an individual who wishes to return
and engage in alternate service?

Q

Yes.

MR. GOODELL: I can't give you.that assurance
because the Clemency Board has no jurisdiction over it,
but we were given that assurance emphatically today
by the Justice Department.

Q
What do you see as the toughest problem
facing the board?
MORE
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thinR·facies the ·clemency ·Board is the large number
of military charges and determining how.we handle.those
180,000 undesi~able discharges~
You are al·l aware, I am su.re, · that there are.
multiple reasons' why an individual is involved· in· ·· .
continuing AWOL or desertion,- and the board has to
work out some way equitably to distinguish these cases.
We would hope that we can avoid in most
cases having to have individual· hearings or·:to break
up into panels, but 'that has·. not' been ·faced as yet by .
the Board.

Q
Has this 'program been undermined by the
complete pardon to the former President?
MR'. GOODELL: I think it proceeds under the
shadow of that pardon,~ inevitably. I don't think it·
is undermined, no, and I must state to you emphatically
that I believe the two things. are.unrelated, and-lam
sure that the President·did·notrelate them at all
in developing his conclusion in· either .case-.

Q

ffow. much will you be getting paid for

this job?
MR. GOODELL: The' board is paid at a GS-18 level
per day that they are working, which I understand is about
$138 a day, ·and I think those who have expenses, they·
are paid a per diem of approximately $25 a day.
Q
Mr. Goodell, I believe you said about ·
ten minutes ago that there were more guys·overseas,·a
large number who could come back and would face no·
prosecution of any kind at all, or have any dealings
with the Clemency Board. Did I understand you
correctly, and what was that?

MR. GOODELL: Let me clarify that without
mentioning an.y.qf:"_the gross figures that I used in
presenting _tl\at'. '·. According to the Justice Department
testimony th:ls morning, there are s,aoo·individuals at
large overseas or in this country who are either.indicted
or potentially indictable. They are under active
investigation under'circumstances where they feel th~y
probably could convict them.

Q

For what offenses, sir?
MORE
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- 12 MR. GOODELL: These are for draft resistance
offenses as indicated in the Executive Order.
We do not know how many more there are ,out there
who have not been through the process o:r who are not
under investigation, or indicted. I gave you the gross
figures so that you could get some idea. It is in
between there somewhere. We hope to dev,elop those
figures very shortly from the Justice Department when
we get the breakdowns of the caEJes themselves.

Q

But you are talking about over 180,000?

MR. GOODELL: Let me put it the,.qther way.
206,775 were delinquent draft. resistants in. this
roughly 10-year period.

Q

That means draft evaders?

MR. GOODELL: That means draft evaders. That
includes a great many who may·Well have come ba:ck at a
subsequent period ·and gone tht'oUgh:the system. - Selective
Service hastold me·they believe·about 80 percent of them
have come back and' gone through the system. We have
not received figures to document that at this point •.
So the 206,000 is a very gross figur.e.
Q
Can you give us your ball park figure for
how many are in Canada, Sweden

MR. GCODELL:

I don't have one,, I don't know.

·Q
Why doesn't. the Justice Department just
publish a list of the 6,800 names of th.e people it is
looking for and everybody else and, you know, distribute
those lists in every·post·office or every.-- you know,
send them to·Canada, send·them to Sweden, ~nd if the.
guy's name is not on the list, he is free and clear?

MR. GOODELL: · · I don't know the answer to that.
After we get the breakdown and the Board ~ctually meets,
that may be a decision of the Clemency Board to recommend
such action to the Justice Department~:
Let me emphasize the Clemency Boa~d up to
this time in terms of its responsibility., first. of all
has no dir.ect jurisdiction anq, secondly, we have not
discussed what requests we should make ~:rtd. will mc;tke
to the other agencies. It is quite conceivable that
we would make such a request.
MORE
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~

Q . Does -the 206,000 include such young ~en
who just failed to register for a couple of months
after they were due?

-·

MR. GOODELL:

Presumably, it does. It is a
classification that is described as delinq~~nt draft
registrants. They may have come in a few months later
and registered and were. su_bseque~tly . induc:ted. We
were told that
large number ov~r a period_ of years
at least diq do this.· As I· say, we have no documentation
of that as yet.

a

category?

Q
~R.

The President's

.son could be in this

GOODELL: ·Yes , he could, I guess.

Q
I would be the last to try to come up with
another figure, but I know I am confused over this damned
thing. You said that 206,000 a~e potentially, or could
be labeled, evader:s, but that.possibly 80 percent of
that figure has gone through the syste~. _ In other words,
there are about 40,000 people that are actually evaders
as such? Is that correct?

MR. GOODELL: You are correct up to that point.
Let me emphasize.that we qave not.been.given the breakdown on these categories.and how many there,are in those.
categories because apparently they don't have them broken
down at this point.
They also indicated that some, b~cause of
subsequent court decisions,_were determined not to be
delinquent anymore,' that the change in the Select.ive
Service law rendered some-of them no longer delinquent
and the Supreme Court's decision on conscientious
objection rendered some of them no longer delinquent.

'

So, we( ju'st haven'.t gotten the breakdown. I ,
think you are correct if the 80 percent figure .is correct
that you are talking about a gross of tio,ooo and some
others probably got washed out for good and legitimate
reasons.
But of the. so' 'p~rcent th.at l{ave gone
through the system,_ did .they get normp.l. dis~har~es,
honorable discharges and soforth?
Q

MR. GOODELL:

We.don't know yet~.

Q
What does go through the system mean?
What do those words mean?
MORE
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MR. GOODELL: Go through the system,
apparently from the way it was used, was that they came
back at some period and accepted induction into the
service.

Q

Therefore,
they were not evaders
anymore?
.
.
. '

MR. GOODELL:

They were no longer evaders.

Q
You are talking some raw figures of some
206,000 people, a little bit over that, that you are·not
sure that ·you are going to process that· many as evader·s?
MR. GOODELL: We are sure in the Clemency Board
that we'are not processing anywhere near-- we are
processing 8700. That is a fairly accurate _·figure of
those who have been convicted by the Federal courts
and sentenced and are, therefore, under the jurisaiction
of the Clemency Board.
Q

Those are military people now?
. r

MR. GOODELL: No, those are draft resisters
that went through the Federal court system.
Q

How does that relate to the 6800?

MR. GOODELL: Well, 8700 have been through the
system in the serise of going through the courts and being"
convicted and· sentenced, and they are under the juris~
diction-of 'the Clemency Board• Another 6800 apparently
are indictable or have been indicted. That adds up, I ·
believe, to 15,500, which is the figure Justice Department
gave us as the total number they feel are potentially
eligible for either clemency to ··the Clemency Board or
alternate service through re-entry. Is that clear?
Q

Yes.

Q

But you still don't know how many Americans
fled the country and remain outside the country to avoid
military service in Vietnam?

MR. GOODELL: · No.

Q
You are suggesting, are you not, that
at least thousands of evaders, or persons living overseas,
exiled or,underground here in the country, may not
have to be in hiding or remain·overseas and could return
homewithout facing charges? Is that what you are saying,
thousands at least?
·
MORE
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- 15 MR. GOODELL: I am saying that it is probably
thousands based on the briefing that we received this
~orning, but we have not gotten the breakdown on this
to be sure how many there would be.

Q
If the list were published, like the
gentleman asked before, are you also saying as well that
names not on that list would not have charges preferred
against them if they returned? I am talking about
military desertion or evasion related charges. Are you
saying that?
MR. GOODELL: Desertion is not included in that
statement. The 6800, the 15,500 does not include
desertion. That is in a different category. The resisters,
the draft resisters~ we were told if they are not on
that list, whether it is a list or that is their estimate
of the total number of 6800, either already indicted or
under investigation, potentially indictable, that they
can return and they would not be prosecuted. That is what
we were told by the Justice Department this morning.

Q

So, there are probably several thousand
overseas or underground that could return to the United
States?
MR. GOODELL: Yes, and they should write to
the Attorney General or the U.S. Attorney, and ask if
they are on the list.

Q
Wouldn't the publication of the list
eliminate the need to worry about whether the Justice
Department was living up to -MR. GOODELL: I think you ought to ask that
question of the Justice Department; the Clemency Board will
certainly evade it.

Q
What about the deserters, military deserters
as opposed to draft evaders. You are handling those
also, aren't you?
MR. GOODELL:

Q

We handle them.

How many people are you talking about

there?
MR. GOODELL: We have not had the briefing
from the Defense Department yet. I can tell you what
they gave me personally last week: 3500 dishonorable
discharges, 33,000 bad conduct discharges and 180,000
undesirable discharges, totaling 216,500.
Now, those are for absence-related offenses.
That also includes some number that we have not been
told as yet who had additional charges against them.
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Q

What about the deserter who is now sitting
in Sweden or somewhere, has he had one of these things
already done to him, or is he pending any kind of a
discharge at the time they get their hands on him?
MR. GOODELL: For the most part, I don't
believe the deserters havebeen discharged becattse when
they are discharged the military no longer has j'urisdiction
over the·m~ ·
·
Q·
Then how many deserters who do not ·have
anything that would put ·them in one of these three 'figures?

MR. GOODELL: I don't know. How many are
overseas? We have not been briefed on how many estimated
dese·rters there are who have not be Em through· the
process at all. I read in the paper the other day I think
the figure 12,500 but that is not official' from anything
that we received today.

MORE
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Q

Mr. Goodell, these military deserters,
when they come back, they will have to make their
peace with the military courts, is that correct?
MR. GOODELL: When they come back they go
to their service, the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air
Force, or Coast Guard. The service makes only one -well, really two basic decisions. One, are there other
charges against them; and two, how long will their
alternate service be.
There is an agreement signed, they are then
given an undesirable discharge and referred to the
Selective Service System. If they complete their
alternate service satisfactorily, then they are eligible
for a clemency discharge.

Q
Senator, could I just get one thing
When this program was first announced, we
were given a total figure of about 28,000, I think -15,500 in the draft resistance category, and 12,500
in the military desertion category.
st~ht.

Now is that the 12,500 that you were just
talking about? Am I correct in presuming that this
total rundown that you just gave us of. the three categories has nothing to do with alternative service?
For those people, that is not an option for them;
is that right? They are simply asking for an opportunity
to present appeal of action taken against them and
for you to act on that?
MR. GOODELL: That is correct. The figure
of 28,000 would be basically correct if you are talking
about those who are in the resistance category, both in
the Federal courts and in the military. The deserters
who are at large, roughly 12,500; the individuals who
for draft resistance reasons are potentially indictable,
convictable were 15,500.
But the 15,500 includes 8,700 who have been
convicted. Those are now before the Clemency Board.
They are not coming to the military or the u.s. Attorney
for alternate service. They are coming to us for
clemency.
So if you take your 28,000 figure, you are
probably down to 19,300 or something of that nature
who are now out there eligible for some kind of alternative
service, either deserters or in the resistance category.
MORE
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Q

I am sorry to pursue this further but the
thing that I am confused about, when you use this·· large
number of 206 ,ooo or whateve:r, why. would there. ·be some
people out there who have not come back through the
system, as you put it, and who are not subject to some
kind of investigation and prosecution in addition to
this 6,800 figure that you are using? Why are we just
talking about 6,800 people?

MR. GOODELL: That· is what the· Justice ..
Department is talking about. They indicated -there were
some number of individuals who, for whatever •.reasons,
were not indicted or where, after investigation,they
felt there was not sufficient grounds to proceed, that
they couldn't convict, and that could be in the category
of those who did return and accept induction so the
prosecutor said, "Go ahead. Serve your time now. We
won't pursue it."
It couldmclude those who were affected by
the change in conscientious objector status• It could
affect those· whose. status was changed by the change . . . in
the Selective Service law.
We have not had a breakdown on those yet.
We don't know how many are in those -categories. I
am sorry. I .c~n't answer how many there are •

Q

...

Even in all these numbers, essentially you
are still talking about the same total numbers?

MR. GOODELL: Exactly, but I am trying to
give you a gross figu,re to give you an idea that we
break down from there •. We are trying to get the detailed
breakdown of how .many are _act~ally in this category. I
think it would be .misleading to. publish 206,000 as the
potential number of people who are out there. It would
be grossly misleading.

,

Q

Senator, now that you have got that all
cleared up, I wonder- if you,-could give us your 'personal
reaction to the Federal Jugge's order freeing Lieutenant
Calley?

MR. GOODELL: I have no reaction to that at
this point. I haven't gone into it myself and it
certainly isn't in our jurisdi_qtion at .this. stage.
MORE
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I do have to get back to the board.

Q
Could I just pursue that? Might not that
have some effect on the thinking of the board as it
approaches seeking justice?
MR. GOODELL:

I have no idea whether it will

or not.
THE PRESS:

Thank you.
END

(3:31 P.M.
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MR. GOODELL: Ladies and gentlemen, the
Presidential Clemenqy Board is holding its first
meeting today here in the White House. All nine members
are present. We have just been sworn in by the President
of the United States and had a half hour or 40-minute
session with him discussing our responsibilities, along
with the Atto.rney General and the Secretary of Defense
and Mr. Dewhurst, who i~ standing in for the Director
of Selective Service, Mr. Pepitone, who is out of
town today.
The President has assigned us a task of
monumental proportions and complexities. He is.. we-1_1 aware
of that and conveyed that to us.
The Presidential Clemency Board carries
essentially the ,responsibility of trying to equaliz.e
relative justice. T}le ideal goal with which we .are
charged is intrinsic-ally .impossible of attainment
because we cannot undo the past. We cannot undo the past·
for those who went 1;:o. Vietnam, who suffered, or perhaps
did not come back.
We cannot undo the.past for those who have been
in prison who are presented to the Clemency Board.

'

Under the Proclamation of the President, the
first priority for the Clemency Board is the consideration
of those who were in prison at the time of his Proclamation. This numpers roughly 103.people in the civil
system.

•.("

We have been-through the Federal court system
and we are still in the Federal prison system, in which
84 have been released. There is an 85th who apparently
has refused release.
There are an addi tianal L8 who have other -•
convictions, and the Clemency Board is going to take
a close look at those convictions. We· a!'e being briefed
so that if they are closely-relat.ed offenses, we may take
some action.
MORE
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We have not as yet received the briefing
from the Defense Department, but I understand there
are some 150 individuals who were in confinement at
the time, and we will this afternoon concentrate on
this group to determine how many are. still in confinement.
It is imperative
the Clemency Board that we
to those of the Department
Defense, and the Selective

that if we are to succeed on
closely relate our activities
of Justice, the Secretary of
Service Board.

We have a direct jurisdiction, which
apparently includes in the civil.system and the Federal
court system 8700 people who have been convicted and
sentenced, not all of whom went to.· prison. ·
And in the military we are dealing ·in a round
number of 216,000 discharges that were related to ·
absenteeism in the military• That includes dishonorable
discharges, bad conduct discharges, and undesirable
discharges.
The' largest number, something like 108,000,
are undesirable discharges.
We have a board which I think is very well
qualified to address these difficult problems·, varied
background and experiences, but all unanimously committed
to the President's purposes. We intend to work very
close;J.y with the other agencies and we intend to :do our
best to make this programwork, alleviating the suffering
of the past to the degree that it is in our power to do
so, and healing the wounds of the country so that we can
look forward and forget that past.

'

I will be glad to answer any of your questions.
Mr. Goodell, Mr.·. Jordan has already
issued some veiled criticism of the.Justice Department
for what he feels is an inadequate plan to notify some
approximately 109,000 draft evaders for whom no
charges are pending about their rights and the fact that
they can come back and that no action be taken against
them.
Q

•

The Justice Department says that ··they can
just send letters to their last known address. How
do you feel about this situation, and is that adequate,
or are you going to urge some more effective methods
even to the point of going into the ·draft eVaders' area
such as in Toronto and other places, to let them know that
nobody is going to grab them?

MORE
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MR. GOODELL:

We did question the Justice
Department on this point this morning, Mr. Jordan and ..
others. Incidentally, the meetings ·.of the board are
open to the press, and ·We will be resumi_ng our meeting
over in the Executive Office Building this afternoon . ·
when we finish here.
·
It is a difficult problem and it is perhaps
easy to be. quickly· -critical of the ·fact that yoq can't
communicate with some 180,000 people. The media can
be very helpful in this respect.
For instance, the Justice Department assured
us this morning that those who return will not. ne
entrapped, that those who are now underground or
overseas may write to the u.s. Attorney or the Justice
Department to inquire if they are subject to indictment or
indicted.
Many of them .do not know whethe.r they are.
indicted or not. They will be informed if there is an
investigation in progress or if there is an indictment
pending.
It would appear:· from our· briefing this morning
that the large bulk of those who are in the draft resistance
category are not under investigatio.n or indictment.
I am

there have been a total of
The Justice:Department
this morning estimated that those potentially.eligible
that means those who have indictments against them or
ongoing investigations -- number approximately 15,500.
That means that a very large number beyond tbat 15,500 are
not subject to prosecution and, therefore, presumably
would not, if they came back, hav~ to undertake alternative
service.
inform~d.that

19,271 indictments in this area.

Includedm that 15,~00 are the 8,700 cases
that have already been prosecuted and are eligible to
apply to the Clemency Board. So that reduces the 15,500
to roughly 6,800 who are potentially indictable if
they come back.
Now the process .of informing these people that
they can inquire of the Attorney General of the. U.S.
Attorney and find out if they are subject to indictments
or indicted is very important. We were assured by the
Department of Justice spokesman this.morning,(~r.
Bruce Fine, that any inforrrtation that comes to the
U.S. Attorney or the Department of Justice from such
an inquiry will not be used to generate further charges,
that individuals who are told that they are not under
investigation or are under indictment will not then, when
they come back, be subjected to new investigations and
perhaps new indictments.
MORE
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The process of informing these individuals
will be very·difficult, and there are a large number.
Originally, according to·the testimony of the·Department
of Justice before Congress, there were 206,775
delinquent draft registrants. You can compare·that'
with the 19,271 indicted.
·
: :r

Q

:

~,

-

What periods does that cover?

MR. GOODELL:- 'That covers tne 1964 t6 1973
period.
Q

What are the figures for those overseas?
,

.

GOODELL: !·don't have figures for the
ones that are overseas.
MR~

Q
Do I understand you right to·say that
the majority of American draft resisters who are now··
out of the country either aren't under indictment and
aren't under:investigation, and the majority of them
therefore won't·have to face alternative service·wheri·
they come home?
· ··
MR. GOODELL: That is what we were informed
by the Justice Department this morning.

Q

And they·can come home scot;.;free?

MR. GOODELL: That is correc·t. ·Let me· say
that I rtlink you can be misled by the 2'06 ,000
'
figure.
We have not gotten a breakdown on this yet~ ·
It may be that a'large number of them have returned .
.
over this nine- or ten-year period and addepted induction·
into the service.
Selective Service, for instance, has·in.formed
me that they believe that about 80 percent of them
were draft delinquents at one period, but came back a
second or third time and ultimately accepted induction •
.

·'

So we are not sure how many· are still out·
there. The 206,000 is the outside figure of delinquent
draft registrants.

Q

This morning, sir, you were talking
about some 190,000, I though. Now you got it down
a moment ago to l80iOOD. Is that th~ approximate ballpark figure of this group that can come home that are
not subject to indictments or 'alt~rnate· service?
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MR. GOODE:LL: If you take the 206,000 and
subtract the 19,000, ·you come to the figures -- presumably
19,000 have been indicted ~- you come to a figure roughly
in the ~87,000 area. Some of those are under investigation, apparently.
,':.

Q

That is only l5,000?

MR. GOODELL:

That is potentially a maximum
figure of 6 , 8 0 0 , as we understood the figure given to
us today.

Q

._ ~· ·

/

Those under investigation are 6,800?

MR. GOODELL: Those under investigation or
pending indictments now. If you are talking of how
many of this larger fj,.gu;t-e never went through the system,
we don't know that_yet. We have asked for them to give
us a full breakdown .•

Q If you add the 15,ooo under investigation
and the 19,000 who .were indicted, you come up pretty
close to 20 percent of tbose 200,060.
MR. GOODELL: .The two figures are not a~dable.
19,207 were indicted. I .am informed that overthe nineor ten-year period there is roughly a 15 percent conviction
rate, so you drop the 19,000 who were indicted to a much
smaller number who were actually convicted. And the
figure that we are dealing·: with now who have been through
the Federal system is 8,700.
Let .me say to you these figures are b!'oad
estimates because the Justice Department has not been
able to supply us with the breakdown and the details at
this point, and we are also-requesting the administrative
office of the courts to give us their records on this
subject.

Q
What might be a reasonable figure of evaders
or possible evaders at large either overseas or at home
who might come home without facing any charges? What do
you think would be a reasonably figure, what number?
MORE
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MR. GOODELL: We don't have the answer to
that.
We know from the Department of Justice testimonY
this morning that roughly 6800 are either under indictment
or investigation at this point for draft-related crimes.
That is the figure, presumably, of those who
would be susceptible to criminal prosecution if they
came back and would be eligible, therefore, to go through
the alternate service if they chose.
We just don't know how many out there have never
been through the system and are not either under investigation or under indictment. There are a lot of categories,
incidentally, in this thing. They may have come back
through the service. It may be that the Justice Department
decided that they didn't have· enough evidence to convict,
and I should in fairness point out that there has been
reinterpretation of the law by the courts in this ten-year
period so some of these total figures were eliminated
because the court decisions no longer made them subject to
indictment. These are just the big gross figures involved
when I am talking about 206,000.
Q
Mr. Goodell, in your experience so far
with this problem -- and I know you haven't really had too
much time to wrestle with it -- but are you satisfied with
the amnesty provisions that the President has laid down,
or would you prefer wider or narrower rules, and do you
think that any legislation will be required for the best
solution?

MR. GOODELL: I am satisfied. Let me say that
I don't think anybody is completely satisfied. I think
that was impossible of attainment. I think the President
has come up with a fair program. It might be appropriate,
since most of you know me by reputation and my position·
on the war, for me to state the philosophical framework in
which I approached this problem.
I believe that every young man has an obligation to
serve his country in the military, provided he is otherwise
qualified. And the courts have held that it is constitutional
to have peacetime conscription as wel~ as wartime conscription. That obligation is an enduring one.
There were many people whom I respect who found
it impossible to discharge that obligation by serving
in the military during the Vietnam war, and I respect
that.
The President is now offering them an opportunity
to discharge their continuing obligation to the country
in a completely peaceful, constructive way consistent with
their conscience. I think that is fair.
MORE
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Mr. Goodell, was the~e any di~¢.emtion
.
among the members of th~. Clemency Board,· anyoody thre:a,tening
to resign? . There was some report 'out that. ·two of ~hem.
were.
Q

..

j

. •,

MR ~ GOODELL: No, but the press hasn't gotten .
to them yet. None at all, and a very amicable session,but I should say in fairness to those who may disagree
that we were largely_being· briefed
and asking for
1
information today. We have not gotten into the real hard'
policy questions' which we intend. t6 get into . .a~...s.oon as
we have completed the briefings.
· '
· :..' ·: ·
Mr. Good'ell, how often will ·your board meet,
and what sort of st~ff do you have to wor~ with?
Q

MR. GOODELL: The board will mee't· as necessary.
I think after today's session'we will have a grec3.t deal of
staff work to do to present additional material to the
board. We will. probably meet for a two-day consecutive'
meeting the week after next.
As fa!-' as the staffing is concerned, we will
have a relatively small staff that is hired directly
by the Presidential Clemency' B6ard, probably a ch.ief'
counsel and a depnty chief counsel,. a public information ·
officer and perhaps someone to head the s;t:a·f.f and one or
two special counsel.
'· ·
The bulk of our s;tciffing will be done through
loans of personnel from. the Justice' ·Departme-nt and the
Defense Department. We now have on board eight attorneys
on loan from other agencies,"and !·have set two requirements
for these attorneys on loan. One is that they be competent
and the sec~nd is that they wholeheartedly agree with the
President's. program.
Incidentally, the staff, how large it may go
is unpredictable at this point. The board appeared to
agree with my initial statement this morning that we would
prefer to expand the staff to a very large number: arid. get
the job over with as soon as possible
rath~r
than stay
'
·, .., ...
.
down at ten or 15 and go on for two years: So, we may go
to 50 or 60 attorneys for a period of time' to tr~i·to get
over the hump.
·
u
...
.

Q
Speaking to that, if I may follow up on that,
how long do you expect to be in operation?

MR. GOODELL:
until 1976.

We will, as a board, be in operation
MORE
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Q

How could you go on beyond that?

MR. GOODELL: If we go on beyond that, it will
have to be because the President feels there is a
continuing need. We will be in existence for that period of
time, however, because the individuals eligible for
clemency can appeal to our board any time before the
end of 1976. Appeals to the Clemency Board are not limit·ed
by this January 31 timing for those who want to re-enter.

Q
Mr. Goodell, do you feel in your own heart
I understand now you are handling discharges, bad conduct,
you mentioned the three categories. You are handling those
that are related to desertions?
MR. GOODELL:

Yes, absentee related.

Q
Now, don't you feel it is unfair for
there not to be a Clemency Board for the boys whose
administrative discharges and bad conduct discharges were
not related to desertion but who nevertheless are in a
very bad way for the rest of their lives, can't get jobs
and can'~ get veterans benefits?
MR. GOODELL: The board does not have that
responsibility, and we are not going to undertake that
responsibility immediately. We have a major job on our
hands. There was discussion, however, today with the
President about problems that may go beyond the ones that
are now assigned to the Justice Department, Defense
Department and the Clemency Board, and he indicated that
he would want all of us to report to him on those situations
for possible continuing action to extend the clemency.
There certainly is not enough information in our hands
at this point to make any recommendation along those lines.

Q
In your discussion with the President on
that, then you did include these other men who have
become -MR. GOODELL: There was discussion of those who
are beyond the purview of the Executive Order and Proclamation that we are operating under today.

Q
Is the board going to be able to set guidelines to assure that one U.S. Attorney in one part of
the country doesn't mete out a stiffer sentence~ as it
were, than another U.S. Attorney in another part of the
country? How are you going to handle that?
MORE
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MR. GOODELL: The Clemency Board has no
official authority over that whatsoever. We did
establish, I think, today a cooperative spirit with all of
the agencies and the Clemency Board expressed its concern
about the uniformity and eve.nness of this process of
negotiating the length of an alternate sentence, and
we will stay in continuing relationship with them
but we have no official authority to review those
cases and they could not appeal to us. That is in
the jurisdiction of the Department of Justice.

Q
Mr. Goodell, is this your fu~time job
until the board disbands, and will you be leaving your
law firm?
MR. GOODELL: This is not my full-time job
except for the last week ahd probably the next two or
three weeks. It is a part-time job. It is a special
Government employment on art advisory committee as such,
and I intend to continue in the practice of law.

Q
Mr. Goodell, could I ask this question now?
Does the a.mnesty board have·the authority to wipe the
criminal record clean of a person who has been convicted
of draft evasion and draft desertion, or whatever, in
the civil courts and served his time -- I am sorry, in the
civilian criminal courts?
MR. GOODELL: Let me preface that the amnesty
bOard in and of itself has no power. We are an advisory
committee and our power is to recommend that the President
take action. The President does have that authority, yes.
The Board has the charge from the President to make
recommendations in those cases and he can, on the recommendations of the Board, give them a full pardon if he feels
that is so indicated.
In the fact sheet we got, it was plain.
you did indeed have the authority to grant or to
recommend to the Presiden-t that he grant changes· in the
types of di'scharge ahd to clear their record as far as
military service was concerned. But it ;wasn ';t> clear
to me anyway that you could do this as far as their
criminal record was concerned.
Q

MR. GOODELL:

We can.

Q
How will you handle the problem of the
possibility or the prospect of some kind of social
stigma attached even to a clemency discharge?
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MR. GOODELL: . Well, there has been concern
expressed on that point in the board this morning. We
did question the Justice Department some. on the nature
of a clemency discharge. We intend to questim t~e
Defense Department on that.
That is an unr~solved point. There are those
who say a clemency dis~harge is not going to. be that
much better than an undesirable or less than honorable
discharge •
. A great deal of that, of course, ~ill depend
upon the reaction of the public generally. If the
public regards a clemency discharge as the President has
indicated he do.es, as a c()mpletely neutral discharge, not
implying any guilt or any wrong or any fault, then a.
clemency discharge would presumably be far superior to
the other discharges that are given to these. people under
our jurisdiction.
·

Q
Mr. Goodell, a young man who is in
Sweden now and is listed as a draft evader.is presumably -or was until the declarat,ion by the President. --.·is presumc3:bly
being sought by the FBI as a draft evader. And in line
with that, the Cu~toms, the border people, were on the
alert to hold him when he showed up at the border.
Can you give us an assurance that when this
young man shows up now that he will not be qetained and
held for the. FBI or does he still have to go through
that routine?
MR. GOODELL:

Is this an individual who wishes

to return?

'

Q
I am not talking about an individual case,
I only use it as an example covering many.
MR. GOODELL: . Your individual example you
are talking about is an.individual who wishes to .re.turn
and engag~ in alternate service?

Q

Yes.

MR. GOODELL: I can't give you that assurance
because the Clemency Board has no jurisdiction over it,
but we were given t.hat assurance emphatically today
by the Justice Department.

Q
What do you see as the toughest problem
facing the board?
MORE
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think faces the Clemency Board is the large number
of military charges and determining howl-le handle those·
180,0d0 tindesirable discharges.
You are all aware, I am sure, that there are
multiple reasons why an individual is involved in
continuing AWOL or desertion, and the board has to
work out some way equitably to distinguish these cases.
We would hope that we can avoid in most
cases having to have lndividual hearings or to break
up into panels, but that has not' ·been· faced as yet by
the Board.

Q
Has this program been undermined by the
complete pardon to the former President?
MR. GOODELL: I think·it proceeds under the
shadow of that pardon,· inevitably. I don't think it
is undermined, no, and I must· state .to you emphatically
that I believe the two things are unrelated, and I am
sure that 'the President did not relate them at, all
in developing his conclusion in either case.

Q

How much will you be getting paid for

this job?
MR. GOODELL: The board is paid at a GS-18 level
per day that they are working, which I understand is about
$138 a day, and I thinkthose who have expenses, they·
are paid a per diem of approximately $25 a day.

Q
Mr. Goodell, I believe you said about
ten minutes ago that there were more guys overseas, a
large nulriber who could come back and .. would face no
prosecution of any kind at all, or have any dealings
with the Clemency Board. Did 'I understand you
correctly, and what was that?
MR. GOODELL: Let me clarify that without;
mentioning any of the gross figures that I used in
presenting that. ·According to the Justice Department
testimony this morning, there are 6,800. individuals at.
large overseas or in this country who are ;either indicted
or potentially indictable. They are under active
investigation under circumstances :where they feel th~y
probably could convict them.

Q

For what offenses, sir?
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offenses as indicated in the Executive Order.
We do not know how many more there are ou1; there
who have not been through the process or who are not.. ·
under investigation, or indicted. I gave you. the_gross
figures so that you could get some idea. It is in
between there somewhere. We hope to develop those
figures very shortly from the Justice Department when
we get the breakdowns· of the cases :t:hemstelves.
.

.

.

Q

But you are talking about over 180,000?

MR. GOODELL:. Let me put it the other way.
206,775 were del:i:nquent draft res-istants in this
roughly 10-year period.

Q

That means draft evaders?
'.

j"

.:

MR. GOODELL: That means draft evaders. That
includes.· a great many who may well have come ·ba_ck at a
subsequent period and gone thvough·:the system. - Seleq:t::l.ve
Service has told me they believe about 80 perq~n:t: of. them
have come back and gone through the system. We havenot received figures to document that at this poi.nt:-~ ,
So the 206,000 is a very gross figure.

Q

Can you give us your ball park figure for
how many are in Canada, Sweden
MR. GCODELL:

I don't have one, I don't know.

Why ..'doesn 't the Justice Departmen~ just
publish a list of the 6, 8:0·0 names of the people it is
looking for and everybody else and, you know, distribute
those lists in every post office or every .-.-: you know,
send them to Canada, send them to Sweden, and if the
guy's name is not on the list, he is free and clear?
Q

MR. GOODELL: I don't know the answer to that •.
After we get the breakdown and the Board actually.meet$,
that may be a decision of the Clemency Board to recommend
such action to the Justice Department •
. Let me emphasize the Clemency Board up, to
this t'ime. in t'erms of its res pons ibili ty, -first of all .
has no direct jurisdiction and, secondly, we have not
discussed what requests.we should make and will make
to the other agencies. It is quite conceivable that
we would make such a request.
MORE
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Q

Does the 206,000 include such young men
who just failed to register for a couple of months
after they were due?
MR. GOODELL: Presumably, it does. It is a
classification.that is described as delinquent draft
registrants. They may have come in a few months later
and registered and were subsequently inducted. We
were told that a ~arge number over a period of years
at least did do this. As I say, we have no documentation ··
of that as yet.
Q

The President's

son could be in this

category?
MR. GOODELL:

Yes, he could, I guess.

Q
I would be the last to try to come up with
another figure, but I kn_ow I am confused over this damned
thing. You said that 206,000 are potentially, or could
be labeled, ~vaders, but. that possibly 80 percent. of
that figure has gone through the system. In other words,
there are about 40,000 people that are actually evaders
as such? Is that correct?
MR. GOODELL: You are correct up to that point.
Let me emphasize that we have-not been given the breakdown on these categories and h.ow many there are in those
categories because apparently they don't have them broken
down at this point.
·
··
They also indicated that some, because of
subsequent ·court decisions., were determined not JO be
delinquent anymore, that the change in tl)e Select-ive
Service law rendered some of them no lon.ger delinquent
and the Supreme Court's decision on conscientious
objection rendered some of them no longer delinquent.
So, we, just haven '.t gotten the breakdown. I
think you are correct if the 80 percent figure .is correct
that you are talking about a gross of 40,000 and some
others probably got washed out for good _and legitimate
reasons.
Q
. But of the 80 percent that have gone
through the system, did they get normal discharges,
honorable discharge~ and so forth?

MR. GOODELL:

We don't know yet.

Q
What does go through the system mean?
What do those words mean?
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Go through the system,
apparently from the way it was used, was that they came
back atsome period an'd accepted itlductiori1nto. the
service.

Q

Therefore, they were not

· ·MR. GOODELL:

eva~ers

anymore?

They were no longer evaders.

You are talking some raw figures o·f· some
206,000 people, a little bit over that,' that you' are not
sure that you a·re going to process that many as evaders?
Q

MR. GOODELL:
We are sure in the Clemency Board
that we ·are not proC!ess·ing anywhere near -- we are
processing 8700. That is a fairly accurate _figure of
those who have been convicted by the Federal courts
and sentenced and· are, therefore, ·under the juris diction
of the Clemency Board.

Q

Those are military people now?

~ ! ' .

MR. GOODELL:

No, those are draft resisters ' '
that went through 'the Federal court system.

Q

How does that relate to the 6800?

MR. GOODELL:
Well, 8700 have been through the
system in the sense of going through the courts and being··
convicted and sentenced' "and they''are under the juri~;;,;
diction of the Clemency B'oard. Another 6 800 apparently · ·.·
are indictable or have been indicted. That adds up; I'
believe, to 15,500, which is the figure Justice Department
gave us as the total number they· feel are :potentially
eligible for either clemincy to the Clemency Board or
alternate service through re-entry. Is that clear?·.

Q

Yes.

Q

But you still don't know how many Americans
fled the country and remain outside· the 'country to avoid
military·. service in Vietnam?
MR. GOODELL:

No.

Q
You are suggesting, are you not, that
at least thousands of eva'ders, or persons living overseas, ..
exiled or underground here in the country, may riot · ·
have to be in hiding or remain· ·overseas and could return
homewithout facing charges?. Is that what you are saying,
thousands at least?
· · · · ..
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thousands based on the briefing that we received this
~orning, but we have not gotten the breakdown on this
to be sure how mariy th'ere wouid be.
,.,

Q
If the list were published, like the
gentleman asked before, are you also saying as well that
names,..npt on that list would not have charges preferred
agai~st them if they r~tur.ned?
I am talking about
military desertion or evasion related charges. Are you
saying that?

MR. GOODELL: Desertion is not included in that
statement. The 6 800, the 15 ,sao does not include
,
desertion. That is in a different category. The resisters,
the draft resisters, we were told if they are not on
that list, whether it is a list or that is their estimate
of the total number of 6800, either already indicted or
under investigation, potentially indictable, that they
can return and they would not be ,prosecuted. That is what
we were told by the Justice Department this morning.

Q
So, there are probably several thousand
overseas or underground that could return to the United
States?
MR. GOODELL: Yes, and they should write to
the Attorney General or the U.S. Attorney, and ask if
they are on the list.

Q
Wouldn't the publication of the list
eliminate the need to worry about whether the Justice
Department was living up to -MR. GOODELL: I think you ought to ask that
question of the Justice Department; the Clemency Board will
certainly evade it.

Q
What about the deserters, military deserters
as opposed to draft evaders. You are handling these
also, aren't you?
MR. GOODELL:

Q

We handle them.

How many people are you talking about

there?
MR. GOODELL: We have not had the briefing
from the Defense Department yet. I can tell you what
they gave me personally last week: 3500 dishonorable
discharges, 33,000 bad conduct discharges and 180,000
undesirable discharges, totaling 216,500.
Now, those are for absence-related offenses.
That also includes some number that we have not been
told as yet who had additional charges against them.
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Q
What about the deserter who is now sitting
in Sweden or somewhere, has he had one of these things
already done to him, or is he pending any kind of a
discharge at the time they get their hands on him?
MR. GOODELL: For the most part, I don't
believe the deserters have been discharged beca~se when
they are discharged the military no longer has jurisdiction
over them.

Q
Then how many deserters who do not have
anything that would put them in one ofthese three figures?
MR. GOODELL: I don't know. How many are
overseas? We have not been briefed on how many estimated
deserters there are who have not been through the
process at all. I read in the paper the other day I think
the figure 12,500 but that is not official from anything
that we received today.
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Q

Mr. Goodell, these military deserters,
when they come back, they will have to make their
peace with the military courts, is that correct?
MR. GOODELL: When they come back they go
to their service, the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air
Force, or Coast Guard. The service makes only one -well, really two basic decisions. One, are there other
charges against them; and two, how long will their
alternate service be.
There is an agreement signed, they are then
given an undesirable discharge and referred to the
Selective Service System. If they complete their
alternate service satisfactorily, then they are eligible
for a clemency discharge.

Q
Senator, could I just get one thing
When this program was first announced, we
were given a total figure of about 28,000, I think -15,500 in the draft resistance category, and 12,500
in the military desertion category.
st~ht.

Now is that the 12,500 that you were just
talking about? Am I correct in presuming that this
total rundown that you just gave us of the three categories has nothing to do with alternative service?
For those people, that is not an option for them;
is that right? They are simply asking for an opportunity
to present appeal of action taken against them and
for you to act on that?
MR. GOODELL: That is correct. The figure
of 28,000 would be basically correct if you are talking
about those who are in the resistance category, both in
the Federal courts and in the military. The deserters
who are at laree, roughly 12,500; the individuals who
for draft resistance reasons are potentially indictable,
convictable were 15,500.
But the 15,500 includes 8,700 who have been
convicted. Those are now before the Clemency Board.
They are not coming to the military or the u.s. Attorney
for alternate service. They are coming to us for
clemency.
So if you take your 28,000 figure, you are
probably down to 19,300 or something of that nature
who are now out there eligible for some kind of alternative
service, either deserters or in the resistance category.
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Q
I am sorry to pursue this further but the
thing that I am confused about, when you use this large
number of 206,000 or whateve~, why .would .there be some , ,.
people out there who have not come back through the
system, as you put it., and who are no:t subject to some
kind of investigation and prosecutiqn in addition to
this 6,800 figure that you are using? Why are we just
talking about 6,800 people?
MR. GOODELL: That is what the Justice
Department is talking about. They indicated-there were
some number of individuals who·, for whatever reasons,
were not indicted or where, after invest~gation,they
felt there was not sufficient grounds to proceed, that
they couldn't convict, and that· could be jn the category
of those who did return and accept induction so the
prosecutor said, "Go ahead. Serve yourtime now. We
won't pursue it."
It couldmclude those who were affected by
the change in conscientious objector status.• _ It could
affect those whose status was changed by. the'· change in
the Selective Service law.
We have not had a breakdown on those yet.
We don't know how many are in those categories., I
am sorry. I can't answer how many there are.,

Q
Even in all these numbers, es~entially you
are still talking about the same total numbers?
MR. GOODELL: Exactly,.but I am trying to
give you a gross figure to give you an idea that we
break down from there. We are trying to get the detailed
breakdown of how many are actually in this category. I
think it would be misleading to publish 206,000 as the
potential number of people who are out there. It ·would
be grossly misleading.

Q
Senator, now that you have got that all
cleared up, I wonder if you;could give us yourpersonal
reaction to the Federal Judge's order freeing Lieutenant
Calley?
MR. GOODELL: I have no reaction to that at
this point. I haven't gone into it myself . and it
certainly isn't in our. jurisdiction at this stage.
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I do have to get back to the board.

Q
Could I just pursue that? Might not that
have some effect on the thinking of the board as it
approaches seeking justice?
MR. GOODELL:

I have no idea whether it will

or not.
THE PRESS:

Thank you.
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